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https://www.indiamart.com/neat-tidy/

We from Neat & Tidy, would like to introduce ourselves as a car

interior cleaning & house keeping company that is young, fresh and

exciting, offering a refreshing experience that is entirely versatile

from what is seen around till date.
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About Us

We from Neat & Tidy, would like to introduce ourselves as a car interior cleaning & house keeping

company that is young, fresh and exciting, offering a refreshing experience that is entirely versatile

from what is seen around till date. Besides having long term contracts with many corporate, we also

serve individual client requirements. We serve clients on demand & provide customized charters to

suit their requirements.

Pertaining to home

1. Sofa and carpets cleaning by machine.

2. Dust removing and stain removing.

3. Co webbing of wall corners.

4. Hand scrubbing and machine cleaning all floors using non toxic detergents

5. Curtains, glass panes, panels, shelves, cupboards, book rack , flower vase, undercoat, and all

electrical gadgets, such as fan,

    light, chandeliers etc will be cleaned

6. Bathroom floor, toilets seats are cleaned using specific lotion and any stain or dirt will be scrubbed

manually and if needed with

    machine..

7. Dry cleaning of curtain ,sofa cover, blankets and all hard fabrics

All the cleaning will be done using machine, hand scrubber and the cleaning lotion kills germs and

bacteria that are the main cause of illness world wide. Your floor will be much sanitized by our non

toxic cleaning liquid and you do not even have to worry if your child is crawling around.

When it comes the matter of cleanliness just think of us the...

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/neat-tidy/aboutus.html
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CAR INTERIOR CLEANING & HOUSE KEEPING
SERVICES

Car Interior Cleaning With
Shampoo

Glass Cleaning

Car Interior Platform
Lamination

House And Office Cleaning

P
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Neat & Tidy House Keeping And Servicing
Contact Person: Ajeesh 

No Tc 9/453, Jawahar Nagar, Kowdiar, Near Mango Cab, 
Thiruvananthapuram - 695003, Kerala, India
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